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Abstract
Because “going digital” regards using digital technologies to fundamentally change the way things get
done, information security is necessarily engaged in going digital. Society and science are going digital.
For the sciences, this digitalization process invokes an emerging model of the science of design that
incorporates the assembly of information systems from a wide variety of platform ecosystems.
According to principles of bounded rationality and bounded creativity, this mode of design requires
more creativity to develop needed functionality from a finite set of available platforms. Going digital
requires more creativity in designers of all types of information systems. Furthermore, the designers’
goals are changing. The traditional model of information systems is representational: the data in the
system represents (reflects) reality. Newer information systems, equipped with 3D printing and robotics
actually create reality. Reality represents (reflects) the data in the system. The paper explores the
example of information security. Designers of security for information systems not only must be more
creative, they must design for more goals. The security task is no longer just protecting the digital
system, the security task is protecting the products of the digital system.
Keywords: Digitalization, Digital Artifacts, Information Security, Information Privacy, Information
Systems

Introduction
Going digital is an expression with differing meanings. For some, it is simply a synonym for
computerization: adopting a digital technology to communicate or process data. But in the business
world, the expression has a deeper meaning. Going digital regards fundamentally changing the way
things get done. Going digital creates new frontiers, new experiences, and new capabilities [1]. So
inevitably, information security is going digital. This change in its nature does not imply that information
security has not always been at least partly digital. It is meant to imply that the information being
protected is going digital in a societal way [2]. It is also meant to imply that many things in the world are
going digital, among them societal information; and information security is now charged with protecting
them all.
Society is itself going digital. This unfolding event envelopes and engages myriad aspects of information
systems research such as digital natives, digital immigrants, ubiquitous information systems, pervasive
computing, inter-organizational information systems, IT diffusion and adoption, user acceptance of IT,
mobile computing, enterprise systems, IT and new organizational forms, etc. [3].

As society goes digital, it is changing, and in keeping with this societal change, the reasoning about
security also has to change. Such changes demand a fundamental rethink of the theoretical basis of
information security [4]. A form of security reasoning has been common which could be regarded as
security reasoning around the technology. As a result of the societal change, this reasoning must shift to
security reasoning through the technology. In order to understand the shift in security reasoning, we will
need to discuss what it means to be going digital with information systems.

The digitalization of society and science
Information systems is going through a thrilling period. The current period is thrilling because the rest
of the world is discovering the marvels of digital technology. Society began going digital as mobile
telephone technology began to operate in a digital mode. It quickly became obvious that information
systems were being used as much for communications as they were for information processing. Many
started using ICT (information and communications technology) as a term instead of IT (information
technology). Soon after the availability of digital services on mobile telephones, together with the
availability of personal computing, sparked the rise of myriad new kinds of applications: online
shopping, online banking, social media, the Internet of Things, big data, FinTech, etc. As part of this
emerging digitalization, science is going digital. Gradually evolving scientific disciplines have become
more and more prominent. Examples of these new natural-science related disciplines included
computational biology, computational physics, computational chemistry, computational neuroscience,
and in silico medicine. Essentially every field of commerce, social engagement, science, knowledge, etc.
has either digitalized or developed a digital counterpart.
The field of information systems has recognized that much of these digital developments have been
focused on the notion of a digital device broadly defined. Such a digital device includes not just
information processing, but networking, and software applications or apps. It is an integrated, often
personal, information system within a single device. In the field of information systems, this recognition
has led us to become interested in developing Herbert Simon’s [5] original notions of the sciences of the
artificial. This interest has developed in information systems as Design Science Research. Information
systems recognizes that, as society goes digital, more and more human activities are organized with the
aim of designing and creating digital artifacts. Thus the list of societal arenas and scientific disciplines
that are now engaged in digital operations has expanded. These have quietly become, perhaps
unrecognized by themselves, sciences of the artificial. Simon’s original notions were based on an
assumption that the natural sciences were different from the sciences of the artificial. The digitalization
of the natural sciences is increasing making this assumption obsolete. For example with the
development of biological science in silico, computational biology and laboratory biology are fast
growing indistinguishable; merging into one discipline. Many logical experiments can take place within a
computer. In this way digital biology is as much a science of the artificial as it is a natural science.

Digitalization and the science of design
Unrecognized here is that all of these scientific fields, natural or otherwise, are engaging in the science
of design. That is, they are scientifically designing artifacts and studying the processes of design
decisions. This form of design science constitutes the branch of design science research within
information systems. This increasing engagement places information systems design science research in
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a leadership position. This position could well serve as a model for the progression toward digital
systems design in other disciplines.
These processes of design decisions have been consistently part of Herb Simon’s work across his career.

Simons work in decision-making is best known for what he called classical decision theory.
Simon distinguished between classical decision theory and design decisions: “classical decision
theory has been concerned with choice among given alternatives” [6, p. 172]. The decision process
involved choosing from among alternatives that could be found. But design decisions are quite different.
Design decisions have a degree of creativity. Design decisions are not only concerned with searching for
alternatives but also through the elaboration of these alternatives. These alternatives were not just
found, they were made: “design is concerned with the discovery and elaboration of alternatives.” (op
cit., p. 172) These design decisions actually guide subsequent search to a certain degree. Taking a
design decision has the impact of confining future design decisions. It is a form of bounded rationality in
which the boundaries are created piecemeal as a design progresses. Each design decision defines
constraints on subsequent design decisions. If the constraints prove overwhelming, it is always possible
to return to a previous design decision and rethink it. “The evaluations and comparisons that take place
during this design process are not, in general comparisons among complete designs. Evaluations take
place, first of all, to guide the search [, to] provide the basis for decisions that the designs should be
elaborated in one direction rather than another.” (Simon, 1972, p. 172.)
This means that designers create their own future design prisons. All designs are bounded by rationality.
Bounded rationality means that individuals and organizations are limited by their collective knowledge,
cognitive abilities, and the constraints of finite resources. But because our design decisions guide the
search for future designs, and design decisions must be elaborated, design decisions are also bounded
by creativity. Because one design decision constrains future design decisions, such constraints create a
frame of reference, a confining box within which new design decisions must be taken. Whenever you
have such a frame of reference, such as rational constraints, you actually have a more creative situation:
all the constraints put new demands on human creativity in order to create solutions to achieve goals in
a highly constrained environment [7, 8]. Individuals are known to be more creative when given
operating limits [9].
The growth of digitalization means that there are growing creative demands being placed on people
who are now engaged in digital design in all walks of society. These creative demands are actually
stronger than those that were placed on the pioneers of information systems. This increasing demand
strength is because the pioneers of information systems had such a broad range of design decisions that
they could take; and they had so few constraints on these design decisions. But today designers and
disciplines of wide variety are constrained by the existing consumer devices and platforms from which
they must work. Their creative problem is, how to create a functional system that provides the means to
their goals, out of the existing panoply of digital devices and platforms.
This problem is well-known. It is similar to the design of junk art. Junkyards offer domains of
miscellaneous objects that have been thrown away, discarded, or sold for scrap. The junk artist
assembles works of beauty from these found objects. They design and create junk art from the junk.
While it is totally unfair to suggest that the marvels of the digital devices we have available today can be
construed to be junk, the idea nevertheless is similar. The digital world is the domain of miscellaneous
digital found objects that are available to consumers at very low cost. Across all walks of society and
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science, we are now assembling marvelous information systems out of these found objects. It involves a
higher degree of rationality, and a higher degree of creativity, because of the boundaries being placed
on the ultimate designs by these pre-determined, and pre-defined objects.
The notion that today’s computer information systems are junk art is not new. Such agile mash-ups are a
return to notions of bricolage. Information systems bricolage is the pulling together of just the right
kinds of digital technologies to solve the information problems [10]. In today’s rapid digitalization of
society and science, these found objects include digital platforms, ecosystems, apps, devices, etc. Our
design task in information systems is to assemble useful information systems out of this constellation of
digital platforms, ecosystems, apps, devices, etc.

Descriptive versus prescriptive information systems in a digital society
This progression of digitalization has not only changed the way we design systems, it has also changed
the underlying systems themselves. Information systems have evolved. Yesterday’s information system
essentially processed the data into information which was then used by a human decision-maker. It was
a simple four element system: Input data, the information system, the output information, and the
decision-maker. See Figure 1.

Figure 1. Early 4-element information system

Tomorrow’s information system may be quite different. It is still a simple four-part system, but now it
includes a decision engine that makes many of our decisions in silico. So the four parts are quite
different in some cases. Sense, decide, instruct, and execute. (See Figure 2.) This revised system comes
about because we have the Internet of Things to enable us to sense data as it is created (an event), we
have artificial intelligence to make the decisions within the digital system, and we have robotics to
actually execute, producing the system products without necessarily involving human actors. In this way
the information system must be designed to go from events to products. The designs use found objects,
and involve as little human interference as possible.
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Figure 2. Emerging “Digital” Information Systems

Such information systems are not that far in the future. These newer kinds of information systems
already decide what music we will hear and what movies we will watch. They do this by sensing our
listening and viewing patterns, using artificial intelligence to decide what other music and videos we
might wish to watch, and then executing these by offering us those digitally determined pre-selections
for our enjoyment. With the increasing use of robotics and digital printing it is not impossible today to
create similar systems that themselves create physical products as well as digital products. For such
systems the stepwise process is sense, decide, instruct, and execute. The digital process runs from event
to product.
As a result of this digitalization of information systems, many of our previous information systems
research assumptions are inverted. Those assumptions included the notion that information systems
were a representation of reality. For example, the data models are assumed to represent information
about the world. They have a semantic relationship that is descriptive. Our notion of information quality
relied on things like information accuracy, objectivity, timeliness, etc. These venerated research
assumptions no longer hold in the digital world.
Our new assumption ground holds that information systems now create and shape reality. The real
world is often a reflection of the system, not the other way around. This inversion arises because
information systems create reality. They have a semantic relationship that is prescriptive. There is even
an ethical dimension: is it morally proper to create the reality that is digitally determined?
The implications for information security are profound. Information security is no longer obligated to
protect a representation of an existing reality. It is becoming an obligation to protect a representation
of a future reality. The security task becomes one of protecting our next world. Information security,
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then, is moving from protecting the digital assets and is now becoming involved in the digital
consequences. In other words, today’s information security is protecting not only the information
system, but also protecting the products that it is producing. For security this is a means-end inversion.
When information systems represented reality, that reality was the end, and the information system
was the means. When information systems create reality, the information systems is the end, and
reality is the means.

Security around the system versus security through the system
The previous mode of information systems, that of reflecting reality, defines the traditional information
security goals of protecting the information and the system that produces it. But the newer mode for
information systems, that of producing reality, forces us to ask, “What exactly are we securing?” Are we
still protecting the computer system itself? If so it means the security concept is one of providing a
protection perimeter around the information system. Alternatively we can ask, are we protecting the
digital consequences of this information system? If the security concept is one of protecting not only the
system but its digital consequences, its digital and physical products, then now we must think of
providing a protection perimeter that encompasses not only the information system but also the
products of that system. Security protects the products through the system rather than just around the
system.
As a simple example, let us consider the Case IH Magnum autonomous tractor. (See Figure 3.) It is a
driverless robotic tractor designed to be released into a field with whatever implements and
attachments that are required for agriculture. The tractor does its work under computer control that is
guided by electronic signals (such as GPS locations) and other Internet of Things devices. In previous
times, the security mission would be that of protecting the computer system, and the security mission
would seek to provide security around the computer system. The protection perimeter would extend
around the computer, the communications network, and the various data input devices. It is security
around the system.
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Figure 3. Case IH Magnum Autonomous Tractor in field with a planter implement (from
http://www.cnbc.com/2016/09/16/future-of-farming-driverless-tractors-ag-robots.html)

But with newer modes of digital systems, the whole ag-robotic tractor becomes part of the system. The
tractor is conceptually the robotic endpoint of the information system. This incorporation of robotic
output extends the protection boundary to include the robotic tractor as well as the other information
elements. We would still provide security around computer system, the network elements and now the
ag-robotic tractor. (See Figure 4.) But such security designs are made problematic because of the
increasing use of platforms in the design. Security perimeters must account for the platforms and
platform ecosystems that become involved in “going digital”.
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Figure 4. Security Around The System, protecting the tractor system.

However, this system is not a traditional information system in which the human decision-maker is
receiving information. This artifact is an information system that is producing agricultural products. In
this case, this information system (because of its links to sensors artificial intelligence and its robotics) is
producing a crop. The information in the system is creating a crop. In this way the mission of
information security is no longer just protecting the tractor, its computer, and its communications. Now,
the mission of information security includes protecting the crop. It requires a reset in the goals of
information security. Information security now has the mission to protect the crop through information
security. (See Figure 5.) This shift is a dramatic extension of the mission of information security and
extends the information security perimeter in order to protect the system products.
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Figure 5. Security Through The System, protecting the crop.

For information security, going digital means a new set of design principles to guide the convergence of
information security and the security of its product. The first of these principles is that when data
integrity falls, so can the integrity of our reality. When data is irrationally changed in an information
system, it can change reality in irrational ways. This consequence arises because reality is the product
that is an output of this information system. Because this product may be either digital or physical,
changing the data will change the real world. The result arises from the inversion of the system-reality
relationship in that data is no longer representing reality, reality is representing the data.
For example, suppose we gain access to change the viewing history data for an online, on-demand
entertainment system. If we can configure this history to indicate that a happy and peaceful community
prefers angry and violent films, then the intelligence routine of the entertainment system may shift to
one that suggests only angry and violent films to the community. As a consequence, angry and violent
films may become ever so slightly more popular, and it may even be possible that the community itself
becomes ever so slightly more angry and violent. Changing the viewing system can create a different
reality.

Discussion
Going digital in information security also highlights how security is itself evolving into a digital
construction. Information security is no different than other aspects of reality. This evolution means
that security exists first in the digital world, and this digital existence creates security in the physical
world. Such an evolution would mean that it is no longer possible to have physical security where there
is digital insecurity. As a result of such logic, digital security is now security of the first kind. It is the
antecedent of security in the other aspects of our world. Physical security such as locks, fences, gates,
and burly guards may become ineffective if digital security is absent. They cannot operate correctly
without operating digital security correctly first.
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Unfortunately, it appears to be the current case that our digital security is growing less and less
effective. We have tended to underinvestment in security, at least partly because simply measuring
security is difficult [11]. While our dependence on digital security grows deeper and deeper, digital
security is encountering more and more issues. Currently, these problems surface as the inability of our
information systems to prevent privacy losses that are a consequence of security failures [4]. Digital
perimeters are highly permeable and difficult to protect [12]. They are easily violated. There is also an
asymmetry between the attacker and the defender that makes attacks on digital systems easy. We
currently have few effective ways to adjust this asymmetry such that attacks become more difficult,
more dangerous, more costly, and more work.

Conclusion
Future research is needed into ways to overcome such fundamental problems. The issues are in motion:
both the issues of what information security is charged to protect; and how information security must
go about protecting it. In terms of what information security is charged to protect, the security
perimeter is moving outward. First, to incorporate the (multiple) platforms and platform ecosystems
that are inevitably drawn into the digital system design. Second, to include the digital consequences of
information systems. These consequences include an increasingly broad range of digital and physical
products. In terms of how information security goes about achieving such protection, our security mode
is shifting from one of security around the system to one of security through the system. More
creativity is required on the part of the security designer because the platforms create more rational
and creative boundaries, and because the goals of information security have grown.
Currently, the provision of security on the basis of reasoning around the system is growing less and less
effective in proportion to the broadening demands society is placing on its information systems. Such a
system only provides security for a representation of the world without providing security for the world
that the representation creates. Reasoning information security through the system is growing more
essential as we progressively increase our use of systems that create reality. Reasoning about the
protection of the world that is being created by digital technology has potential to provide a more
thorough approach.
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